
Polish – German exchange 

Unfortunately it has finished.... 

In October, we were pleased to host German group of students who were supervised 

by Mrs Maria Rissen and Mr Tobias Heinz.  

After welcoming our friends, on the second day students were working hard on the 

project “What do you know about John Paul the Second?”  

 

Welcome Cracow! 

 

On Saturday we went to Cracow. We were amazed by its historical beauty and 

fascinating atmosphere. German students were especially stunned by Cracovian beast 

– which of course was our little Dragon “Bazyliszek”  



 

 Waiting for St. Mary's Church bugle-call 

Both Polish and German teachers were really surprised at the ease with which 

students were making friends and socializing with each other.  

Next days brought new adventures  

Monday’s visit at Fortress Modlin will be mostly remembered because of the visit in 

military tunnels which were haunted by tiny bats and slugs (naked snails)  

 

Slugs and snails everywhere! 

 

 



Tuesday’s sightseeing in Warsaw was fascinating even for Polish students who were 

acquainted with some new facts about their Capital. 

 

The worst day eveeeer... 

It had to happen....it had to come...the last day... 

Nobody could have foreseen that during those 5 days, bonds between Polish and 

German students would become so strong and emotional. 

 

Tearful goodbye 

 

See you in May... 



“It was a great experience. I could test and improve my German and English having a 

lot of fun at the same time” – said Asia, one of the students. 

“Meeting German friends was a great event. Hope to have as good time as in 

Poland” – Kajetan, the one who is really getting impatient about the trip to Neuss  

 

The concept of Polish – German exchange fulfills many tasks. Blending of our 

cultures, improvement of speaking skills, socializing, dispelling some stereotypes 

about our nations. 

We are looking forward to meeting our German friends soon, see you in May! 

 

Kamil Jabbar 

Lucyna Bajak 

 

   


